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Russian Centralism and Ukrainian Autonomy
“A stunningly detailed history . . . from sexy socialite double agents to ‘kill switches’ implanted offshore in the computer
chips for our electric grid” (R. James Woolsey, former director of Central Intelligence). For decades, while America obsessed
over Soviet spies, China quietly penetrated the highest levels of government. Now, for the first time, based on numerous
interviews with key insiders at the FBI and CIA as well as with Chinese agents and people close to them, David Wise tells
the full story of China’s many victories and defeats in its American spy wars. Two key cases interweave throughout: Katrina
Leung, code-named Parlor Maid, worked for the FBI for years even after she became a secret double agent for China, aided
by love affairs with both of her FBI handlers. Here, too, is the inside story of the case, code-named Tiger Trap, of a key
Chinese-American scientist suspected of stealing nuclear weapons secrets. These two cases led to many others, involving
famous names from Wen Ho Lee to Richard Nixon, stunning national security leaks, sophisticated cyberspying, and a West
Coast spy ring whose members were sentenced in 2010. As concerns swirl about US-China relations and the challenges
faced by our intelligence community, Tiger Trap provides an important overview from “America’s premier writer on
espionage” (The Washington Post Book World). “Wise’s conclusion is sobering—China’s spying on America is ongoing,
current, and shows no signs of diminishing—and his book is a fascinating history of Chinese espionage.” —Publishers
Weekly “A fact-filled inside account, with sources named and no one spared.” —Seymour M. Hersh

War and Conflict in the Middle East and North Africa
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The Singularity Trap
The former Moscow bureau chief of London's The Guardian presents an in-depth history of the former Soviet Union from
1987 to today. Jonathan Steele draws on interviews with Gorbachev, senior members of the Yeltsin inner circle, and many
other sources to highlight the difficulty of establishing democracy and a free market in Russia.

The Confidence Trap
How will Russia redraw post-Soviet borders? In the wake of recent Russian expansionism, political risk expert Agnia Grigas
illustrates how—for more than two decades—Moscow has consistently used its compatriots in bordering nations for its
territorial ambitions. Demonstrating how this policy has been implemented in Ukraine and Georgia, Grigas provides cuttingedge analysis of the nature of Vladimir Putin’s foreign policy and compatriot protection to warn that Moldova, Kazakhstan,
the Baltic States, and others are also at risk.

Trap the Devil
From one of America’s most popular short story writers and an Academy Award nominee: the O. Henry Award–winning tale
that inspired the movie The Hunt. A subject of mysterious rumors and superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island was
shrouded in an air of peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and washed up on its shores, the abandoned isle was a
welcome paradise. But unknown to the big-game hunter, a predator lurked in its lush jungles—one more dangerous than
any he had ever encountered: a human. First published in 1924, this suspenseful tale “has inspired serial killers, films and
stirred controversy in schools. A century on, the story continues to thrill” (The Telegraph). “[A] tense, relentless story of
man-against-man adventure, in which the hunter Sanger Rainsford learns, at the hands of General Zaroff, what it means to
be hunted.” —Criterion

The Russian-American Company
Vladimir Putin has a master plan to destroy Europe, divide NATO, reclaim Russian influence in the world, and most of all to
marginalize the United States and the West in order to achieve regional hegemony and global power. Putin’s unified
strategy and vision for Europe has not been thoroughly discussed or articulated in any meaningful way until now. Putin’s
Master Plan is the first comprehensive attempt to systematically explain Putin’s global strategy, which could inevitably and
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inexorably lead to the breakup of the NATO alliance, and potentially to war with the West. Currently, the West has no
strategy, no plan, and no tactics to confront Putin’s master plan other than imposing limited economic sanctions, which
have done little to deter Putin's aggression—and may well have encouraged and facilitated it. The viewpoint taken here is
not just alarmism, but an accurate and, for the first time, clear and sober portrayal of a frightening situation that, more and
more, serious observers of European and Russian politics are openly recognizing and acknowledging. Putin’s Master Plan
makes the case that it is essential to wake up to Putin’s strategy to destroy Europe, divide NATO, and build a new empire in
the former Soviet Union. Russia has demonstrated an extraordinary level of aggression, most boldly in its outright invasions
of Georgia and Ukraine. American weakness and a divided Europe have left Russia’s terrified neighbors without an
alternative to Russian domination, and even once-stalwart American allies such as the Republic of Georgia are on the brink
of becoming part of Putin’s new empire in Europe. Putin has made it clear that he sees NATO expansion as a fundamental
threat to Russian nationhood, and he is systematically challenging the NATO Alliance as well as the United States. So far, he
is winning.

The advocacy trap
A Sunday Times bestseller "This riveting, immaculately researched book is arguably the best single volume written about
Putin, the people around him and perhaps even about contemporary Russia itself in the past three decades." —Peter
Frankopan, Financial Times Interference in American elections. The sponsorship of extremist politics in Europe. War in
Ukraine. In recent years, Vladimir Putin’s Russia has waged a concerted campaign to expand its influence and undermine
Western institutions. But how and why did all this come about, and who has orchestrated it? In Putin’s People, the
investigative journalist and former Moscow correspondent Catherine Belton reveals the untold story of how Vladimir Putin
and the small group of KGB men surrounding him rose to power and looted their country. Delving deep into the workings of
Putin’s Kremlin, Belton accesses key inside players to reveal how Putin replaced the freewheeling tycoons of the Yeltsin era
with a new generation of loyal oligarchs, who in turn subverted Russia’s economy and legal system and extended the
Kremlin's reach into the United States and Europe. The result is a chilling and revelatory exposé of the KGB’s revanche—a
story that begins in the murk of the Soviet collapse, when networks of operatives were able to siphon billions of dollars out
of state enterprises and move their spoils into the West. Putin and his allies subsequently completed the agenda,
reasserting Russian power while taking control of the economy for themselves, suppressing independent voices, and
launching covert influence operations abroad. Ranging from Moscow and London to Switzerland and Brooklyn’s Brighton
Beach—and assembling a colorful cast of characters to match—Putin’s People is the definitive account of how hopes for the
new Russia went astray, with stark consequences for its inhabitants and, increasingly, the world.

The American Trap
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Boris Yeltsin's attempts at democratic reform have plunged a long troubled Russia even further into turmoil. This dramatic
break with the Soviet past has left Russia politically fragmented and riddled with corruption, its people with little hope for
the future. In a fascinating account for anyone interested in Russia's current political struggles, Tim McDaniel explores the
inability of all its leaders over the last two centuries--tsars and Communist rulers alike--to create the foundations of a viable
modern society. The problem then and now, he argues, is rooted in a cultural trap endemic to Russian society and linked to
a unique sense of destiny embodied by the "Russian idea." In its most basic sense, the Russian idea is the belief that Russia
can forge a path in the modern world that sets itself apart from the West through adherence to shared beliefs, community,
and equality. These cultural values, according to McDaniel, have mainly reversed the values of Western society rather than
having provided a real alternative to them. By relying on the Russian idea in their programs of change, dictatorial
governments almost unavoidably precipitated social breakdown. When the Yeltsin government declared war on the
Communist past, it broke with deeply held Russian values and traditions. McDaniel shows that in cutting people off from
their pasts and promoting the West as the sole model of modernity, the reformers have simultaneously undermined the
foundations of Russian morality and the people's sense of a future. Unwittingly, the Yeltsin government has thereby
annihilated its own authority. McDaniel lived in Russia for three years during both the Communist and post-Communist
periods. Basing his analysis on broad historical research, extensive travels, countless interviews and conversations, and
friendships with Russians from all walks of life, McDaniel emphasizes the perils of assuming that Russians understand the
world in the same way that we do, and so can and should become like us. Challenging and provocative in its claims, this
book is intended for anyone seeking to understand Russia's attempts to create a new society.

RUSSIANS ON TRUMP
This is a new and thorough revision of a recognized classic whose first edition was hailed as the most authoritative account
in English of the governing of the Soviet Union. Now, with historical material rearranged in chronological order, and with
seven new chapters covering most of the last fifteen years, this edition brings the Soviet Union fully into the light of modern
history and political science. The purposes of Fainsod's earlier editions were threefold: to explain the techniques used by
the Bolsheviks and Stalin to gain control of the Russian political system; to describe the methods they employed to
maintain command; and to speculate upon the likelihood oftheir continued control in the future. This new edition increases
very substantially the attention paid to another aspect of the political process--how policy is formed, how the Soviet Union is
governed. Whenever possible, Mr. Hough attempts to analyze the alignments and interrelationships between Soviet policy
institutions. Moreover, he constantly moves beyond a description of these institutions to probe the way they work. Two
chapters are devoted to the questions of individual political participation. Other chapters examine the internal organization
of institutions and explore the ways in which the backgrounds of their officials influence their policy positions and alliances.
The picture that emerges is an unprecedented account of the distribution of power in the Soviet Union.
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The Intelligence Trap: Why Smart People Make Dumb Mistakes
Putin's Master Plan
In 2014, France lost part of the control of its nuclear power plants to the United States. Frédéric Pierucci, former senior
executive of one of Alstom's power company subsidiaries, found himself at the heart of this state scandal. His story goes to
the very core of how he plotted the key features of the secret economic war that the United States is waging in Europe. And
after being silenced for a long time, he has decided, with the help of journalist Matthieu Aron, to reveal all. In April 2013,
Frédéric Pierucci was arrested in New York by the FBI and accused of bribery. The US authorities imprisoned him for more
than two years - including fourteen months in a notorious maximum-security prison. In doing so, they forced Alstom to pay
the biggest financial penalty ever imposed by the United States. In the end, Alstom also gave up areas of control to General
Electric, its biggest American competitor. Frédéric's story unpacks how the United States is using corporate law as an
economic weapon against its own allies. One after the other, some of the world's largest companies are being actively
destabilised to the benefit of the US, in acts of economic sabotage that seem to be the beginning of what's to come

The Russian
In this original, bottom-up account of the evolution of contemporary Russia, Alena Ledeneva seeks to reveal how informal
power operates. Concentrating on Vladimir Putin's system of governance - referred to as sistema - she identifies four key
types of networks: his inner circle, useful friends, core contacts and more diffuse ties and connections. These networks
serve sistema but also serve themselves. Reliance on networks enables leaders to mobilise and to control, yet they also
lock politicians, bureaucrats and businessmen into informal deals, mediated interests and personalised loyalty. This is the
'modernisation trap of informality': one cannot use the potential of informal networks without triggering their negative longterm consequences for institutional development. Ledeneva's perspective on informal power is based on in-depth
interviews with sistema insiders and enhanced by evidence of its workings brought to light in court cases, enabling her to
draw broad conclusions about the prospects for Russia's political institutions.

The Meritocracy Trap
An eye-opening examination of the stupid things smart people do—and how to cultivate skills to protect ourselves from
error. Smart people are not only just as prone to making mistakes as everyone else, they may be even more susceptible to
them. This is the "intelligence trap," the subject of David Robson’s fascinating and provocative book. The Intelligence Trap
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explores cutting-edge ideas in our understanding of intelligence and expertise, including "strategic ignorance," "metaforgetfulness," and "functional stupidity." Robson reveals the surprising ways that even the brightest minds and most
talented organizations can go wrong—from some of Thomas Edison’s worst ideas to failures at NASA, Nokia, and the FBI.
And he offers practical advice to avoid mistakes based on the timeless lessons of Benjamin Franklin, Richard Feynman, and
Daniel Kahneman.

Beyond Crimea
“A must read for anyone who cares about our nation's security in these cyber-serious, hair-trigger times.” – Susan
Eisenhower Every American president since the end of the Cold War has called for better relations with Russia. But each has
seen relations get worse by the time he left office. Now the two countries are facing off in a virtual war being fought without
clear goals or boundaries. Why? Many say it is because Washington has been slow to wake up to Russian efforts to destroy
democracy in America and the world. But a former head of Russia analysis at the CIA says that this misunderstands the
problem. George Beebe argues that new game-changing technologies, disappearing rules of the game, and distorted
perceptions on both sides are combining to lock Washington and Moscow into an escalatory spiral that they do not
recognize. All the pieces are in place for a World War I-type tragedy that could be triggered by a small, unpredictable event.
The Russia Trap shows that anticipating this danger is the most important step in preventing it.

How China Escaped the Poverty Trap
There is new movement in the discussion about self-determination and statehood. The contested declaration of
independence by Kosovo and Russia’s recognition of the purported independence of Abkhasia and South Ossetia have
caused significant controversy. These developments may well put an end to the attempt by governments to keep in place
the highly restricted doctrine of self-determination that has previously only been made available in the colonial context.
This monograph argues that classical self-determination, narrowly conceived in the colonial context. cannot contribute to
the resolution of the presently ongoing self-determination conflicts around the world. However, this study finds that over
the past few years a new practice of addressing self-determination conflicts has emerged. This practice significantly
extends our understanding of the legal right to self-determination and of the means that can be brought to bear in
terminating secessionist conflicts.

The Chapo Guide to Revolution
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The Russia Trap
Chronicles the history of the Russian Empire from the Mongol Invasion, through the Bolshevik Revolution, to the aftereffects
of the Cold War.

Afghanistan
"If it were up to one man and one man alone to protect the entire human race - would you want it to be a down-on-his luck
asteroid miner? When Ivan Pritchard signs on as a newbie aboard the Mad Astra, it's his final, desperate stab at giving his
wife and children the life they deserve. He can survive the hazing of his crewmates, and how many times, really, can nearzero g make you vomit? But there's another challenge looming out there, in the farthest reaches of human exploration, that
will test every man, woman and AI on the ship - and will force Ivan to confront the very essence of what makes him
human." -Amazon

This Is Not Propaganda
Instant New York Times bestseller “Howard Zinn on acid or some bullsh*t like that.” —Tim Heidecker The creators of the
cult-hit podcast Chapo Trap House deliver a manifesto for everyone who feels orphaned and alienated—politically,
culturally, and economically—by the lanyard-wearing Wall Street centrism of the left and the lizard-brained atavism of the
right: there is a better way, the Chapo Way. In a guide that reads like “a weirder, smarter, and deliciously meaner version of
The Daily Show’s 2004 America (The Book)” (Paste), Chapo Trap House shows you that you don’t have to side with either
sinking ships. These self-described “assholes from the internet” offer a fully ironic ideology for all who feel politically
hopeless and prefer broadsides and tirades to reasoned debate. Learn the “secret” history of the world, politics, media, and
everything in-between that THEY don’t want you to know and chart a course from our wretched present to a utopian future
where one can post in the morning, game in the afternoon, and podcast after dinner without ever becoming a poster,
gamer, or podcaster. A book that’s “as intellectually serious and analytically original as it is irreverent and funny” (Glenn
Greenwald, New York Times bestselling author of No Place to Hide) The Chapo Guide to Revolution features illustrated
taxonomies of contemporary liberal and conservative characters, biographies of important thought leaders, “never before
seen” drafts of Aaron Sorkin’s Newsroom manga, and the ten new laws that govern Chapo Year Zero (everyone gets a dog,
billionaires are turned into Soylent, and logic is outlawed). If you’re a fan of sacred cows, prisoners being taken, and holds
being barred, then this book is NOT for you. However, if you feel disenfranchised from the political and cultural nightmare
we’re in, then Chapo, let’s go…
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Eternal Russia
One man versus the might of the Russian mafia The explosive new thriller series from major bestseller Ben Coes.
Unforgiving and ruthlessly violent, the Russian mafia has rapidly taken over the criminal underworld in the U.S. When a
powerful family executes two high-profile American politicians, the message is obvious: opposition will be met with deadly
force. With no other viable options, the President creates a two-man clandestine assassination team to find and eliminate
the bosses of this deadly criminal operation: former Navy SEALs Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But when Cosgrove is
found dead just days later, Tacoma is on his own against an organisation with endless resources and no boundaries. To find
the culprits, he’ll have to take on an army. Except in this battle there are no limits - and no rules. A brutal thriller from a
master of the genre, The Russian is perfect for fans of Lee Child, James Deegan and Andy McNab.

Our Kind of Traitor
20th-century Russian history comes to life through six generations of a family in their Moscow apartment The Apartment: A
Century of Russian History explains the true history of 20th-century Russia through the fictitious story of a Moscow family
and their apartment. The Muromtsev family have been living in the same apartment for more than a century, generation
after generation. Readers are taken through different rooms and witness how each generation actually lived alongside the
larger social and political changes that Russia experienced. A search-and-find element has readers looking for objects from
page to page to see which items were passed down through the generations. Beautifully illustrated with minute details, this
book helps readers engage with Russia’s history in an all new way. The book includes a timeline, glossary, bibliography, and
index.

Russia and the Russians
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR | SHORT-LISTED FOR THE 2018 LIONEL GELBER PRIZE | NAMED A BEST
BOOK OF THE YEAR BY: FINANCIAL TIMES * THE TIMES (LONDON) * AMAZON “Allison is one of the keenest observers of
international affairs around.”— JOE BIDEN, former vice president of the United States China and the United States are
heading toward a war neither wants. The reason is Thucydides’s Trap: when a rising power threatens to displace a ruling
one, violence is the likeliest result. Over the past five hundred years, these conditions have occurred sixteen times; war
broke out in twelve. Today, as an unstoppable China approaches an immovable America, and both Xi Jinping and Donald
Trump promise to make their countries “great again,” the seventeenth case looks grim. A trade conflict, cyberattack,
Korean crisis, or accident at sea could easily spark a major war. In Destined for War, eminent Harvard scholar Graham
Allison masterfully blends history and current events to explain the timeless machinery of Thucydides’s Trap—and to
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explore the painful steps that might prevent disaster today. “[A] must-read book in both Washington and Beijing.”— NIALL
FERGUSON, BOSTON GLOBE “[Allison is] a first-class academic with the instincts of a first-rate politician.”— BLOOMBERG
NEWS “[Full of] wide-ranging, erudite case studies that span human history . . . [A] fine book.”— NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW

Transitional Citizens
For much of the last half century, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) has seemed the outlier in global peace. Today
Iraq, Libya, Israel/Palestine, Yemen, and Syria are not just countries, but synonyms for prolonged and brutal wars. But why
is MENA so exceptionally violent? More importantly, can it change? Exploring the causes and consequences of wars and
conflicts in this troubled region, Ariel Ahram helps readers answer these questions. In Part I, Ahram shows how MENA’s
conflicts evolved with the formation of its states. Violence varied from civil wars and insurgencies to traditional interstate
conflicts and affected some countries more frequently than others. The strategies rulers employed to stay in power
constrained how they recruited, trained, and equipped their armies. Part II explores dynamics that trap the region in
conflict—oil dependence, geopolitical interference, and embedded identity cleavages. The catastrophic wars of the 2010s
reflect the confounding effects of these traps, culminating in state collapse and intervention from the US and Russia, as well
as regional powers like Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE. Finally, Ahram considers the possibilities of peace, highlighting the
disjuncture between local peacebuilding and national and internationally-backed mediation. War and Conflict in the Middle
East and North Africa will be an essential resource for students of peace and security studies and MENA politics, and anyone
wanting to move beyond headlines and soundbites to understand the historical and social roots of MENA’s conflicts.

Tiger Trap
An interpretive biography of one of Russia's most formidable leaders

Nationalizing the Russian Empire
Can Russia Modernise?
Kohut examines the struggle between Russian centralism and Ukrainian autonomy. He concentrates on the period from the
reign of Catherine II, during which Ukrainian institutions were abolished, to the 1830s, when Ukrainian society had been
integrated into the imperial system.
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Putin's People
WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER * USA TODAY BESTSELLER "Intense and grippingCoes' name should be on the lips of
every reader who enjoys Vince Flynn and the Brads (Taylor and Thor)." —Booklist (starred review) on Trap the Devil Only
one man stands between a powerful cabal planning an invisible coup of the U.S. government and their brutal goals—Dewey
Andreas. A group of some of the most powerful people in the government, the military, and the private sector, has begun a
brutal plan to quietly take over the reins of the U.S. government. They’ve begun to remove the people who stand in their
way—and replace them with their own sympathizers and puppets. They’ve already taken out the Speaker of the
House—whose death was made to look like an accidental drowning—and the president and vice president are next. Once
they have their own people in place, they plan to start a bloody, brutal war on an unimaginable scale. On restricted duty
while he recovers from injuries incurred on a previous mission, Dewey Andreas is sent to Paris by CIA Director Hector
Calibrisi. The Secretary of State is going there for secret talks, and Dewey is to be an extra layer of security above the State
Department team. But what should be an easy mission couldn’t go more wrong. The cabal has sent in a hit man to take out
the Secretary of State and lay the blame for this murder at the feet of Dewey himself. With the Secretary of State dead,
shot by Dewey’s weapon, Dewey is on the run and out in the cold, desperately trying to unravel the plot before the
conspirators succeed in killing millions of innocents.

How the Soviet Union is Governed
The untold story of how Russian espionage in imperial China shaped the emergence of the Russian Empire as a global
power. From the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, the Russian Empire made concerted efforts to collect information
about China. It bribed Chinese porcelain-makers to give up trade secrets, sent Buddhist monks to Mongolia on intelligencegathering missions, and trained students at its Orthodox mission in Beijing to spy on their hosts. From diplomatic offices to
guard posts on the Chinese frontier, Russians were producing knowledge everywhere, not only at elite institutions like the
Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg. But that information was secret, not destined for wide circulation. Gregory
Afinogenov distinguishes between the kinds of knowledge Russia sought over the years and argues that they changed with
the shifting aims of the state and its perceived place in the world. In the seventeenth century, Russian bureaucrats were
focused on China and the forbidding Siberian frontier. They relied more on spies, including Jesuit scholars stationed in
China. In the early nineteenth century, the geopolitical challenge shifted to Europe: rivalry with Britain drove the Russians
to stake their prestige on public-facing intellectual work, and knowledge of the East was embedded in the academy. None of
these institutional configurations was especially effective in delivering strategic or commercial advantages. But various
knowledge regimes did have their consequences. Knowledge filtered through Russian espionage and publication found its
way to Europe, informing the encounter between China and Western empires. Based on extensive archival research in
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Russia and beyond, Spies and Scholars breaks down long-accepted assumptions about the connection between knowledge
regimes and imperial power and excavates an intellectual legacy largely neglected by historians.

Spies and Scholars
In illuminating analyses of major texts as well as lesser known but influential works, Andreas Schönle surveys the literary
travelogue--a form marked by a fully developed narrator's voice, interpretive impressions, scenic descriptions, and
extended narrative--from its emergence in Russia to the end of the Romantic era.

The Russia Trap
From the New York Times bestselling author of Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy and The Night Manager, now a television series
starring Tom Hiddleston. John le Carré’s latest novel, A Legacy of Spies, is now available. In this exquisitely told novel, John
le Carré shows us once again his acute understanding of the world we live in and where power really lies. In the wake of the
collapse of Lehman Brothers and with Britain on the brink of economic ruin, a young English couple takes a vacation in
Antigua. There they meet Dima, a Russian who styles himself the world’s Number One money-launderer and who wants,
among other things, a game of tennis. Back in London, the couple is subjected to an interrogation by the British Secret
service who also need their help. Their acquiescence will lead them on a precarious journey through Paris to a safe house in
Switzerland, helpless pawns in a game of nations that reveals the unholy alliances between the Russian mafia, the City of
London, the government and the competing factions of the British Secret Service.

Vladimir Putin and Russian Statecraft
What does China’s rise mean for transnational civil society? What happens when global activist networks engage a powerful
and norm-resistant new hegemon? This book combines detailed ethnographic research with cross-case comparisons to
identify key factors underpinning variation in the results and processes of advocacy on a range of issues affecting both
China and the world, including global warming, intellectual property rights, HIV/AIDS treatment, the use of capital
punishment, suppression of the Falun Gong religious movement, and Tibetan independence. Built on a unique blend of
comparative and international theory, it advances the notion of “advocacy drift”—a process whereby the objectives and
principled beliefs of activists are transformed through interaction with the Chinese state. The book offers a timely
reassessment of transnational civil society, including its power to persuade and to leverage the policies of national
governments.
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Authenticity and Fiction in the Russian Literary Journey, 1790-1840
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Gazprom has dominated the Russian gas industry. However, the markets in which it
operates have changed dramatically, with the company increasingly being challenged at home and abroad. At this critical
moment, this insightful book analyses the involvement of the Russian gas industry in the changing international gas market
and the dramatic implications for Russia’s role as a global supplier of gas in the future.

The Lockhart Plot
When information is a weapon, every opinion is an act of war. We live in a world of influence operations run amok, where
dark ads, psyops, hacks, bots, soft facts, ISIS, Putin, trolls, and Trump seek to shape our very reality. In this surreal
atmosphere created to disorient us and undermine our sense of truth, we've lost not only our grip on peace and
democracy--but our very notion of what those words even mean. Peter Pomerantsev takes us to the front lines of the
disinformation age, where he meets Twitter revolutionaries and pop-up populists, "behavioral change" salesmen, Jihadi
fanboys, Identitarians, truth cops, and many others. Forty years after his dissident parents were pursued by the KGB,
Pomerantsev finds the Kremlin re-emerging as a great propaganda power. His research takes him back to Russia--but the
answers he finds there are not what he expected. Blending reportage, family history, and intellectual adventure, This Is Not
Propaganda explores how we can reimagine our politics and ourselves when reality seems to be coming apart.

The Most Dangerous Game
Before markets opened in 1978, China was an impoverished planned economy governed by a Maoist bureaucracy. In just
three decades it evolved into the world’s second-largest economy and is today guided by highly entrepreneurial
bureaucrats. In How China Escaped the Poverty Trap, Yuen Yuen Ang explains this astonishing metamorphosis. Rather than
insist that either strong institutions of good governance foster markets or that growth enables good governance, Ang lays
out a new, dynamic framework for understanding development broadly. Successful development, she contends, is a
coevolutionary process in which markets and governments mutually adapt. By mapping this coevolution, Ang reveals a
startling conclusion: poor and weak countries can escape the poverty trap by first harnessing weak institutions—features
that defy norms of good governance—to build markets. Further, she stresses that adaptive processes, though essential for
development, do not automatically occur. Highlighting three universal roadblocks to adaptation, Ang identifies how Chinese
reformers crafted enabling conditions for effective improvisation. How China Escaped the Poverty Trap offers the most
complete synthesis to date of the numerous interacting forces that have shaped China’s dramatic makeover and the
problems it faces today. Looking beyond China, Ang also traces the coevolutionary sequence of development in late
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medieval Europe, antebellum United States, and contemporary Nigeria, and finds surprising parallels among these
otherwise disparate cases. Indispensable to all who care about development, this groundbreaking book challenges the
convention of linear thinking and points to an alternative path out of poverty traps.

The Bear Trap
The Globalization of Russian Gas
A revolutionary new argument from eminent Yale Law professor Daniel Markovits attacking the false promise of meritocracy
It is an axiom of American life that advantage should be earned through ability and effort. Even as the country divides itself
at every turn, the meritocratic ideal - that social and economic rewards should follow achievement rather than breeding reigns supreme. Both Democrats and Republicans insistently repeat meritocratic notions. Meritocracy cuts to the heart of
who we are. It sustains the American dream. But what if, both up and down the social ladder, meritocracy is a sham? Today,
meritocracy has become exactly what it was conceived to resist: a mechanism for the concentration and dynastic
transmission of wealth and privilege across generations. Upward mobility has become a fantasy, and the embattled middle
classes are now more likely to sink into the working poor than to rise into the professional elite. At the same time,
meritocracy now ensnares even those who manage to claw their way to the top, requiring rich adults to work with crushing
intensity, exploiting their expensive educations in order to extract a return. All this is not the result of deviations or retreats
from meritocracy but rather stems directly from meritocracy's successes. This is the radical argument that Daniel Markovits
prosecutes with rare force. Markovits is well placed to expose the sham of meritocracy. Having spent his life at elite
universities, he knows from the inside the corrosive system we are trapped within. Markovits also knows that, if we
understand that meritocratic inequality produces near-universal harm, we can cure it. When The Meritocracy Trap reveals
the inner workings of the meritocratic machine, it also illuminates the first steps outward, towards a new world that might
once again afford dignity and prosperity to the American people.

Escaping the Self-Determination Trap
During the spring and summer of 1918, with World War I still undecided, British, French and American agents in Russia
developed a breathtakingly audacious plan. Led by Robert Hamilton Bruce Lockhart, a dashing, cynical, urbane 30-year-old
Scot, they conspired to overthrow Lenin's newly established Bolshevik regime, and to install one that would continue the
war against Germany on the Eastern Front. Lockhart's confidante and chief support, with whom he engaged in a passionate
love affair, was the mysterious, alluring Moura von Benkendorff, wife of a former aide-de-camp to the Tsar. The plotters'
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chief opponent was 'Iron Felix' Dzerzhinsky. He led the Cheka, 'Sword and Shield' of the Russian Revolution and forerunner
of the KGB. Dzerzhinsky loved humanity - in the abstract. He believed socialism represented humanity's best hope. To
preserve and protect it he would unleash unbounded terror. Revolutionary Russia provided the setting for the ensuing
contest. In the back streets of Petrograd and Moscow, in rough gypsy cabarets, in glittering nightclubs, in cells beneath the
Cheka's Lubianka prison, the protagonists engaged in a deadly game of wits for the highest possible stakes - not merely life
and death, but the outcome of a world war and the nature of Russia's post-war regime. Confident of success, the
conspirators set the date for an uprising, September 8, 1918, but the Cheka had penetrated their organization and pounced
just beforehand. The Lockhart Plot was a turning point in world history, except it failed to turn. At a time when Russian
meddling in British and American politics now sounds warning bells, however, we may sense its reverberations and realize
that it is still relevant.

The Agony of the Russian Idea
Why democracies believe they can survive any crisis—and why that belief is so dangerous Why do democracies keep
lurching from success to failure? The current financial crisis is just the latest example of how things continue to go wrong,
just when it looked like they were going right. In this wide-ranging, original, and compelling book, David Runciman tells the
story of modern democracy through the history of moments of crisis, from the First World War to the economic crash of
2008. A global history with a special focus on the United States, The Confidence Trap examines how democracy survived
threats ranging from the Great Depression to the Cuban missile crisis, and from Watergate to the collapse of Lehman
Brothers. It also looks at the confusion and uncertainty created by unexpected victories, from the defeat of German
autocracy in 1918 to the defeat of communism in 1989. Throughout, the book pays close attention to the politicians and
thinkers who grappled with these crises: from Woodrow Wilson, Nehru, and Adenauer to Fukuyama and Obama. In The
Confidence Trap, David Runciman shows that democracies are good at recovering from emergencies but bad at avoiding
them. The lesson democracies tend to learn from their mistakes is that they can survive them—and that no crisis is as bad
as it seems. Breeding complacency rather than wisdom, crises lead to the dangerous belief that democracies can muddle
through anything—a confidence trap that may lead to a crisis that is just too big to escape, if it hasn't already. The most
serious challenges confronting democracy today are debt, the war on terror, the rise of China, and climate change. If
democracy is to survive them, it must figure out a way to break the confidence trap.

Destined for War
After recent events and the massive surge of interest in Afghanistan, The Bear Trap is being re-published for the first time
in paperback after the last few copies of the hardback were snapped up recently by US Military Intelligence. This is the story
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of the defeat of Soviet Russia's forces by a guerrilla force known as the Mujahideen, heavily backed by Pakistan and the
USA. The Mujahideen paved the way for the Taliban regime, to exist having all but defeated the Russian Army in the late
80's. The author, Brigadier Mohammad Yousaf, was head of the Afghan Bureau of Pakistan's Inter-Service Intelligence and
as such was effectively the Mujahideens commander-in-chief. He controlled the flow of thousands of tons of arms across
Pakistan and into its occupied neighbour, arms that were bought with CIA and Saudi Arabian funds from the USA. One of the
Mujahideens close allies was none other than Osama Bin Laden. This compelling book was put together with great skill the
by military historian, Mark Adkin in conjunction with Brigadier Mohammad Yousaf and is essential reading for anyone
interested in the truth behind the Afghanistan War which led to the conditions that exist there today.It describes in detail
the terrain over which the war was fought, the training that was needed and how the Mujahideen carried out ambushes,
assassinations, raids and rocket attacks deep into Afghanistan territory.

The Apartment: A Century of Russian History
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